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Abstract—The progress in technologies of Internet of Things
(IoT) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) lead to the digitalization in
various domains of human activity. In this demo, we show a digital
inspector that recognizes the physical human activity with sports
training equipment (mechanical simulators). We experiment with
outdoor simulators produced by the MB Barbell company and
located on the shore of Lake Onega in the Petrozavodsk city for
free use by citizens and guests. We implemented multi-camera
video surveillance system (VSS) that statistically evaluates the
states of the sports equipment use such as “the simulator is
occupied by a person”, “the simulator is not correctly used”,
“the simulator is occupied but not in use”, etc. The evaluation is
based on well-known AI methods for image recognition, which are
customized for real-time inspection. The evaluated statistics for
the area with sports equipment is important for the municipality
to understand the efficiency of the provided public resources for
well-being and comfort life.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sports are an important and integral part of any person
who monitors their health. There are technologies of mobile
medicine (mHealth [1]) and Ambient Intelligence (AmI [2]),
which allow using certain electronic devices and mobile gad-
gets to organize autonomous monitoring of human health using
sensors and video devices (CCTV). Such technologies can
provide an ability to monitor patients and athletes (all those
who need permanent or temporary health monitoring) in order
to detect various symptoms or vital signs, detect anomalies and
provide timely interventions.

Computer vision (CV) and machine processing (ML) tech-
nologies are essential for this task and can be used to solve
this problem. For example, computer vision algorithms can be
used to track patient movements, detect facial expressions, and
monitor vital signs such as heart rate and the general condition
of the athlete during the exercise. Such algorithms can be used
to identify patterns in video data coming from multiple CCTV-
source and predict potential health issues before they occur or
make recommendations to stop current exercise.

In this work in progress, we consider a multi-camera
approach for recognizing the physical activity of people on
multiple simulators performing various exercises depending on
the simulator. In our implemented prototype, recognition of the
following states is organized:

• The algorithm simultaneously receives 3 images from
different cameras, each image contains several recog-

nizable simulators, and the same simulators can be
presented at different angles;

• The received images are synchronized in time;

• There is a connection between each recognized simu-
lator: simulator - camera weight;

• Real simulators of the embankment of the Republic
of Karelia were used to recognize;

• Recognizable states:

◦ Training machine is free, human either is not
presented in a frame or stand away;

◦ Human stands in the area near the training
machine;

◦ Human is in the working area of training
machine, but do not necessarily do anything
with them;

◦ Human is actually working out, training ma-
chine is in use.

For each situation, the sum duration is measured, resulting
in “a usage map” of the training machine. In our experiments,
the training machine is provided by MB Barbell™ http://www.
mbbarbell.com/ as well as the initial practical problem of
training machine usage reporting.

The key scientific contribution of our study is an experi-
mental extension of our previous works [3] should show that
such approach [4] can be extended to several video cameras
that monitor the condition of athletes from several simulators
at the same time using existing algorithms and technologies in
human activity recognition [5] and work in real-life conditions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the algorithm of the service and its experimental
setup. Section III demonstrates the mathematical algorithm
for recognizing multiple persons in the training machine area.
Section IV shows the use of existing technologies in the
implemented prototype. Section V summarizes this work-in-
progress R&D study.

II. SERVICE ALGORITHM

The characteristics of our experimental setup are:

• IP-camera Hikvision (2.8, 4.0 mm) for pre-
recordings/recordings in RT x3;

• Cameras are installed at 5-6m;
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Fig. 1. The purple box shows chosen area, and the graph below shows
the time when some activity was presented there, a person walked up to the
training machine and did some exercises for a couple of seconds

• Human recognition occurs using the YoloV5 and
YoloV8 neural networks;

• Each camera has its own zones for recognizing people
on simulators;

• On most cameras there are 6 simulators with their own
region on interest (ROI) for recognition;

• There is a list of coordinates of people and confidence
in binding to a specific point in time and camera;

• The person’s coordinates are compared with the zone
coordinates and the intersection is calculated;

• A conclusion is made about the presence of a person
in the area of the simulator or interaction with him.

The server for data processing has the following specifica-
tion.

• Intel Core i5-9400F 2.9GHz.

• Nvidia RTX 2080 8GB.

• 32 GB RAM.

III. APPROACH

The main script runs a neural network model based on
YoLoV5(8). As a result, the model returns the coordinates of
the rectangle: x1, y1, x2, y2 Graphics are shown in Fig 1.

At first bounding boxes for training equipment must be
specified.

To determine if the training machine is free or not (if a
person is presented near it), the intersection between the person
and training equipment bounding boxes is calculated. The area

of intersection over a person’s bounding box should exceed
some threshold value for it to be considered that person is
near equipment.

Intersection:
|Detected Box ∩ Chosen Area|

|Detected Box|

Such an approach is error-prone to people walking in the
background far behind the training equipment because their
bounding box would be small and completely included in
the area of training equipment, which could happen when
the camera angle is low. In this situation, information from
multiple cameras can be combined to confirm a person’s
location.

To detect if a person presented in the area combined
information used from confidence(DC) of the detection, in-
tersection(Intersection, IoB) with training equipment, camera
weight(CW ).

If the majority (at least 2 out of 3 cameras) agrees that the
person presented then it gets counted, otherwise ignored.

num of cameras∑

i=0

CW [i] ·DC[i] · (IoB[i] > threshold)

Most frequent location (average bounding boxes) (Light
green boxes in Fig. 2) calculated as average coordinates for
each bounding box for people that intersect with chosen area
for at least some part (threshold value). This can be used to
determine if a person standing near the training machine or
inside the ”working area”.

1

num of records
·

num of records∑

i=0

(x1i , y1i , x2i , y2i)

To determine if training equipment is actually used we try
to detect the movement of the training equipment itself, not just
the person. This could be done by specifying the region on the
image where some parts of the training equipment should be
moving while it in use and not moving by themself otherwise.
Then it is possible to detect such movement by comparing the
current and previous images.

IV. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION

The following existing technologies were used:

• PyTorch;

• YoLov5(8);

• OpenCV;

• FFmpeg;

• GPU-based recognition.

Let us summarize the existing technologies and underlying
recognition algorithms.
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Fig. 2. Example of images from each camera feed, with zones selected. Larger Red, Blue, Green, Yellow, Purple, and Brown squares are manually chosen
areas of 6 training machines, with colors synced between images. Smaller Light green squares inside are zones for each box where humans are most likely to
be (calculated as average coordinates of detected humans)(working area of the machine, presumably)

Fig. 3. Modules of developed system and data flow with multiple cameras
connected to services

TABLE I. PROTOTYPE RESULTS USING 1 FULL DAY

Machine Not present
(hours)

Present (minutes) Taken/Used
(seconds)

1 (red) 20.66 200.3 1344

2 (blue) 22.88 67.3 560

3 (green) 23.89 6.6 56

4 (yellow) 23.51 29.4 261

5 (purple) 23.92 5.1 5

6 (brown) 22.69 78.3 1143

• IP-cameras for pre-recordings and recordings in real-
time:

◦ Hikvision DS-2CD2T83G2-4I 2.8mm,
4K/30fps;

◦ Hikvision DS-2CD2143G2-IU 2.8mm,
1080p/25fps;

◦ Hikvision DS-DE4225IW-DE(S5),
1520p/30fps;

• Pre-trained neural network based on PyTorch and
YOLOv5(8) [6] for recognizing a person by its sil-
houette.

• Web technologies: flask [7], OpenCV [8], and Oven-
Media [9].

• Message protocol ZeroMQ [10] for message ex-
change.

• Python 3.10 [11] programming language with libraries
for the implementation of the basic video processing
modules and interaction with above technologies.

• Julia [12] programming language for implementation
of areas recognition.

In Table I results from processing a video lasting 1 day
(weekday) are presented. It can be seen that the training ma-
chines with red (1344 seconds) and brown (1143 seconds) col-

ors were the most popular. In particular, the greatest presence
of people was noticed on the red simulator (200.3 minutes).
This was probably due to the fact that people passed through
this area. On some machines, it was difficult to describe if
a person had taken the machine or had already started using
it. Moreover, in some camera areas, one simulator overlapped
the other, which made it even more difficult to organize proper
recognition.

V. CONCLUSION

The implemented prototype can estimate statistics on using
multiple training machines by a person using a multi-camera
video surveillance system (VSS) using well-known AI, CV,
ML algorithms and methods. The next following 4 situations
were implemented using 3 cameras and 6 training machines:

1) The training machine is free.
2) A person is in the area near the training machine.
3) The training machine is occupied but not in use.
4) The training machine is used by a person.

The list of accounted situations (variants of using a training
machine) is subject to extension in the next versions of our
prototype.
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